Techniques
Several methods have been devised in the past using the idea of deriving reference intervals from patient populations. Naus [3] has reviewed the following methods:
Hoffmann [4 and 5] : a graphical method using probability paper.
Neumann [6] : an iterative modification of the Hoffmann method.
Pryce [7] : mean and standard deviation based on the mode and percentiles of the non-distorted side of the one-sidedly polluted distribution.
Becktel [8] : a modification of the Pryce method. Bhattacharya [9] : mean and standard deviation are derived from the intercept and slope of a plot of In (f(x + h)/f(x)) against x, withf(x)" frequency in class with midpoint x, and h: class width.
Naus did not cover a method devised by Martin Figure 3(a) . A histogram of the situation described in figure 2 . Where---threshold for calculations and plots.
(b) The is the probability density. '4"0 50 Figure 6 . Series of plots for ASAT, for which a gamma distribution fits well. These plots are based on a mixture of hospital and general practitioner's patients.
None of these plots is smoothed. (1) The reference intervals are specified to one-tenth of the class width. Although for a histogram the theory of the Bhattacharya plot is complicated (see Bhattacharya [9] or Naus [3] x.-e -xx with F(R) =of xn-'e-*dx=(R-1) of xn-2e-xdx=
where h class width.
This formula applies only ifh is infinitely small. Ifnot, the following approximation could be used"
This formula is derived as the first three terms of a Taylor series using some approximations. It is useless to calculate more terms from the series because of the other approximations that are necessary to get a formula that is relatively easy to work with.
(1) and (2) can be represented by:
(1 If using equation (3) a first estimation of R and ) is made from A and B, and these estimates can be substituted in the left part of equation (4) Areas under the gamma distribution curve are given by gamma (X,),R)
ofket -e-XZdt.
F(R)
By substitution of p/(2)) we get:
f2.x 1-'(R)
(1/2)RNR-le-1/2pdp. which formula is based on a usual approximation of chi-square fractiles [12] . 3O 
